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Abst ract - - In  this brief paper, we define the generalized trade-off directions for a multiobjective 
optimization problem (MP), by using the contingent cone, and characterize the set of generalized 
trade-off directions for the problem (MP), by using the sensitivity results of Tanino [1]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Multiobjective optimization problems consist of two or more conflicting objective functions and 
the constrained sets. Optimization of these problems is finding out Pareto solutions, which can 
not be improved over all criteria simultaneously. In general, a multiobjective optimization prob- 
lem has many Pareto solutions, and hence, some further choice is required. The final course 
of algorithms in multiobjective programming (in particular, interactive multiobjective program- 
ming) is usually to consider the total balance among Pareto solutions over all criteria and choose 
one Pareto solution by the judgment of a decision maker. The total balancing over all criteria is 
usually called trade-off. Because there are very many criteria in some practical multiobjective op- 
timization problems, the trade-off analysis in multiobjective programming is very important [2-4] 
Recently, Henig and Buchanan [5] introduced a generalized efinition of trade-offs in terms of 
the tangent cone of feasible directions in the set of objectives, and call them (Pareto) trade-off 
directions. However, in the case of noncone-convex set, their definitions cannot give any trade-off 
information. 
Our motivation of this paper is to give the trade-off directions which can be applied for 
non(cone-)convex sets. 
In this paper, by using the contingent cone [6], we define the more generalized trade-off di- 
rections for a multiobjective optimization problem (MP) than those of Henig and Buchanan [5]. 
Also. we characterize the set of generalized trade-off directions for the problem (MP), by using 
the sensitivity results of Tanino [1]. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this paper, we consider the following multiobjective optimization problem (MP): 
minimize f (x )  = ( f l (X) , . . . ,  fp(X)), 
subject tox•X={x•R n: gj(x)_<O, j= l , . . . ,m},  
(MP) 
where for each i and j ,  f~ : R ~ ~ R and gj : R = -~ R are continuously differentiable functions. 
Optimization for (MP) is finding the set of Pareto solutions of (MP) defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Y C ~P. 
(1) Let P(Y)  := {y E Y :  (Y - y) ¢3 (-R~_) = {0}}. Then we call P (Y )  a Pareto subset of Y 
and z E P (Y )  a Pareto vector of Y.  
(2) Let Y C ~P and PP(Y)  := {y E Y :  [cl Ua>0a(Y - y)] M (-JR p) = {0}}, where el denotes 
closure. Then we call z E PP(Y )  a properly Pareto vector of Y.  
(3) Let Y := f (X ) .  Then x is said to be a (respectively, properly) Pareto solution for (MP) if 
x E X and f (x )  E P (Y )  (respectively, PP(Y ) ) .  
Of  course, every properly Pareto vector of Y is a Pareto vector, since Y - y C c! Ua>oa(Y - y). 
Henig and Buchanan [5] defined the trade-off directions for a nonempty subset Y of •P at 
y E Y as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Y be an ~P+-conyex subset of~ p, i.e., Y + ~P+ is convex and ~ E Y. 
(1) Let T(Y, ~) := cl{d E RP : ~ + td E Y for some t > 0}. We call it the tangent cone to Y 
at O. 
(2) A direction d E R p is said to be a trade-off direction for Y at q if d E P(T(Y ,  q). 
Henig and Buchanan [5] defined trade-off directions as the above manner in order to consider 
for cone-convex sets in ~v. However, in the case of non(cone-)convex sets, their definition cannot 
give some trade-off information as is shown in the example below. Hence, for the cases of 
non(cone-)convex sets, we must have another definition of trade-off directions extending their 
conceptions. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Y := {(x,y) E R 2 : y > 1} U {(z,y)  E R e : y > -x}  U {(x,y) E R2 : x > 1}. 
Then q = 0 is a Pareto vector for Y but P(T(Y,  q)) = ~. 
Now we give a new definition of trade-off directions as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let Y CRv  and q E Y. 
(1) Let Tv(q) := {v e R p : there exist sequences {Vn} C Y and {tn} C 1R + such that vn -+ q, 
t,~ -+ oo, and tn(v,~ - ~) --+ v}. We call it the contingent cone to Y at ~, where R + is the 
set of nonnegative real numbers. 
(2) A direction d • Rv is said to be a generalized trade-off direction for Y at ~ if  d • P(Tv(~) . 
When Y is a convex subset o fR  v and ~ • Y,  then Ty(~) = T(Y,O). Since convex subsets of 
IR v are R~_-convex, our definition of trade-off direction can be regarded as an extension of that of 
Henig and Buchanan. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Y := {(x, y) • R 2 : y > 1} U {(x, y) • ~2 : y > -x}  U {(x, y) • R 2 : x > 1}. 
Then P(Ty(O)) = {(x,y) • R2:  y = -x} .  
Consider a family of parametrized multiobjective optimization problems 
minimize f (x)  = ( f l (x ) , . . . ,  fp(X)), 
subject toxEX(u) :={xER n :  gj(x) < uj, j = l . . . . .  m}, 
(MP•) 
where u E ~rn and X is a set-valued map from R m to R n with X(0) = X. 
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Define a set-valued map Y : ]R rn --* N p for any u E N m, Y(u)  = f (X (u) ) .  Then P(Ty(o)(~)) 
becomes the set of generalized trade-off directions for the problem (MP). 
DEFINITION 2.4. (See [6].) Let F : R m --* R p be a set-valued map and ('~, ;i) E R "~ x R p. 
(1) The graph o fF  is defined and denoted by 
graphF = {(v,z) E R m x ]~P : Z e F(v)}. 
(2) We denote by DF(9 ,  ~) the set-valued map from Nm to ]Rp whose graph is the contingent 
cone  TgraphF(?), Z ) tO the graph o fF  at (~), 2) and call it the contingent derivative o fF  at 
In other words, z e if only if e 
REMARK. z E DF@,  2)(v) if and only if there exist sequences {(vn, zn)} C graph F and {t,~} C R + 
such that (vn, zn) --* (~, ~), tn --~ oo, and tn[(Vn, z~) - (~, ~?)] --* (v, z). 
DEFINITION 2.5. (See [6].) Let F : g{m __. ~p be a set-valued map. Then F is said to be upper 
locally Lipschitzian at © E R m if there exist a neighborhood N of © and a positive constant M 
such that 
F(v)  c F(9) + Mllv - ~IIB 
for any v E N, where B is the closed unit ball in R p. 
3. GENERAL IZED TRADE-OFF  D IRECT IONS 
First, we give the relationship between Ty(0)(t)) and DY(0, ~)(0). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let ~ E P ( f (X ) ) .  Then the following hold: 
(1) Ty(o)(O) C DY(0,0)(0). 
(2) I f Y  is upper locally Lipschitzian at 0 E R m, DY(O, ~)(0) c Tz(o)(~). 
PROOF. 
(1) Let v E Ty(o)((7). Then, by Definition 2.3, there exist sequences {vn} C Y(0) and {tn} C 
R + such that v,~ --* ~, tn ---* oo, and tn (vn-O)  --* v. Let Un = O. Then Vn C Y(O) = 
Y(u~), (UmVn) --* (0,~), and tn[(u,~,vn) - (0,~)] --+ (0, v). Hence, v E DY(0,0)(0). 
(2) Let v E DY(O, ~)(0). Then, by Definition 2.4, there exist sequences {(un,vn)} C graph Y 
and {t~} C R + such that (un,v~) --, (0,~), tn ~ oc, and t~[(un,vn) - (0,0)] --~ (0, v). 
Since un --* 0, by assumption, there exist M > 0 and a sequence {wn} C Y(0) such 
that [[v~ - w~[[ _< Mllu~11 for sufficiently large n. Hence, v,~ - Wn --* 0 and [[tn(vn - 
wn)][ <_ Ml]tnun][ for sufficiently large n. Thus, w~ --* 0 and tn(vn -- W,~) --+ O. Moreover, 
tn(W,, - ~) --= tn(w~ - v,~ + vn - (t) --~ v. Hence, v E Tv(o)(O). 
From the above Proposition 3.1, Proposition 4.1 in [1], and Lemmas 4.1, 5.2, and 5.3 in [1], we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (t E PP( f (X ) ) .  Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) there exists ~ > 0 such that X(fz) is bounded; 
(2) {x: f (x )  = ~, gj(x) <_ 0, j = 1 . . . .  ,m} = {~?}; 
(3) the Cottle constraint qualification is satisfied at every i E X, i.e., 
~ jVg j (~)=0 and X j>0,  fo r jEg(oZ)={ j :g j (~)=O} 
3sJ(e) 
imply that ,kj = 0, for all j E J(~); and 
(4) the Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification is satisfied at :?, i.e., 
P 
+ = 0 and >_ 0, for j e 
~=1 3EJ(&) 
imply that Pi = O, for a11 i = 1 . . . .  , p and Aj = O, for a11 j E J(Yc). 
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Then we have 
P(Ty(0)(~)) = P({Vf(~)d:  Vgj(~)d < O, for j • J(~)}). 
i.e., the Pareto subset of {V/ (~)d  : Vgj(3?)d _< O, for j E J(~?)} is the set of generalized trade-off 
directions for the problem (MP) at ~ e PP(f(X)) .  
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